Addendum (RFP)

Addendum No: 003  
Date: 11/17/2020  
Project: Classroom Audiovisual Project  
Project No.: WKCCD 2021-104  
From: West Kern Community College District  
29 Cougar Court  
Taft, CA 93268  
To: All Prospective Bidders and Plan Holders

The Request for Proposal issued by West Kern Community College on November 16, 2020, is hereby modified as follows:

Taft College is committed to all provisions of Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide accessibility to electronic and information technologies for individuals with disabilities. Electronic and information technologies are a significant means which provides information to Taft College students, faculty, staff and other constituents.

Taft College will rely on the vendor as the expert on this Classroom Audiovisual systems and the requirements placed on such systems by ADA, Section 508 and any other Federal statutes and guidelines. If the proposed system includes such functionality, please clearly detail the functionality, any additional equipment required to implement functionality and other systems the proposed system functionality integrate with – including specific manufacturer systems that are compliant with proposed system’s functionality. Also include in detail what Federal regulation or guideline mandates the additional functionality. Include section/subsection of the Federal regulation and/or guideline. All add-on software and hardware required to be compliant should be included in the quoted overall cost of the proposer's system.

ALL OTHER CONDITIONS IN THE REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL REMAIN UNCHANGED